Talk Dirty Italian: Beyond Cazzo: The Curses, Slang, And Street Lingo You Need To Know When You Speak Italiano
**Synopsis**

Whether they're ordering a slice in Little Italy or riding along the Grand Canal, this book will be a reader's guide to truly spitting the sauce. A collection of slang and expressions that could make Tony Soprano blush, this book helps non-native speakers sound like they just got off the boat. Each entry provides an individual foreign gem, a useful Italian sentence employing the word, the expression's English counterpart, and its literal translation. Complete with up-to-date curses, slang, and idiomatic expressions, the words and phrases are split into different situation-based sections, so the reader will always know what to say--no matter where they are.
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**Customer Reviews**

I am relearning Italian in a hurry and want to learn the colloquial version too, so this was the natural option. My friend in Italy was laughing so hard when I read to him phrases from Chapter 4. Great reference for me to have when I visit Rome to Venice next Spring!

As someone who has both lived and studied in Italy, I would argue that this is a very useful book when it comes to slang phrases and so on. It's humorous and demonstrates examples of usage.
That being said, it could certainly skip much of the sexual dialogue, most of which shocked even my most vulgar Italian friends, and think about organizing phrases so that they are easier to find, even if this means going to an encyclopedia-style format (right now, skimming is the only way to locate anything).

I'm Italian never spoke Italian. I'm learning this helped me so much. My husband is learning also. love it when he talks to me in his dirty Italian. :) Thank you Love Love.

Great book. Haven't read through it all yet but from what I've read i'm sure I will like it. I already know Italian, I bought the book to learn more slang and phrases.

I got this book for my boyfriend since I'm italian and he's american. It's super fun!
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